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Individuals Looking for Audiences to Present to Now have New Opportunity on the Horizon Thanks to
Newly Developed Company, FreeSpeakerMatch.com
While some speakers command tens of thousands of dollars to speak in front of large audiences, others
find it difficult to even get in front of groups and associations to spread their message for free. There are
many individuals who are either just starting their speaking career or would love to speak in front of
groups for free to hone their skills and gain experience in a lucrative and very competitive arena.
FreeSpeakerMatch.com helps to connect those looking for audiences to speak to with the audiences
that would love to hear their message.
“In the past, I’d spend a lot of time prospecting for potential speaking engagements and sending off
bio and presentation information. FreeSpeakerMatch.com will cut that time investment way down
and present me with opportunities I would have never found without it.” says marketing and design
consultant Neil Tortella, just one of the hundreds of qualified speakers who has signed up for this unique
service.
FreeSpeakerMatch.com allows speakers to create a content rich profile including their picture, link to
their website, and ratings from other organizations that have hired them in the past. In addition, when
organizations are searching through the picture profiles on the site, each one features a pop up window
that gives a description of what subjects each speaker has experience to speak about.
“Our goal is to provide a solution for speakers who are looking to get their message out to the masses
but may not have the experience and resume such that organizations are knocking on their door. Our
website service will help bring those organizations that need their services right to them.” says
founder and owner of FreeSpeakerMatch.com Mandy Bass.
Currently, the site is in a BETA launch mode and both organizations and speakers have the ability to sign
up for a free lifetime membership. Eventually, the site plans to begin charging a fee for speakers and
organizations to utilize the site, but there will never be a charge associated with actually booking an
engagement. FreeSpeakerMatch.com also provides both a TIPS and RESOURCES section that offer very
thorough information to help burgeoning speakers build their bio, cultivate new speaking opportunities,
and develop and deliver high quality presentations. FreeSpeakerMatch.com may well be the answer that
speakers and presenters have been looking for.

Anyone who is looking for more information may visit www.FreeSpeakerMatch.com or contact the
owner and founder Mandy Bass personally by calling 954-587-8873 or 305-333-4841.
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